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Bronchitis and Pneumonia
BRONCHITIS
"I have had bronchitis for some time. I have taken two bouts of antibiotics. After
one week on transfer factors the symptoms were much better. I started to come
down with a cold. I loaded up on transfer factors, the next day I had no
symptoms. I am very impressed with this product. The science is solid."
Fred Moore.
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BRONCHITIS
My partner Barbara and I have worked for 4 years with herbs & vitamins to
restore my health. Transfer factors have done that in less than 3 months! Over
the past 4 years, I have experienced chronic bronchitis, sinus infections, and
other conditions. I take every herb or vitamin I can get a hold of to build up my
immune system. In the last 6 months, I have been on antibiotics 4-6 times with
sinus infections. I started taking 6-9 transfer factors a day. Within 3 days I
started breathing better than I had for 4 years. Transfer factors are the only
thing that has been able to bring my energy level back up to where it used to
be.
Julie C.
BRONCHITIS
For the past fifteen years I have suffered from chronic bronchitis, regular sinus
infections, and severe allergies. I suffered from fatigue, migraine headaches,
joint pain, and an overall weakening. After eight months Transfer Factor™, I am
a new person. I feel like Transfer.
BRONCHITIS
A child in my care, with a type of muscular dystrophy had a serious bout with
Bronchitis, and 72 hours on 4Life™ Transfer Factor™ cleared her breathing
pathway completely.
LUNG CONGESTION
When I first joined this company, I was really eager to try transfer factors
because my 9-year-old grandson had lung congestion for months and
decongestant pills and cough medicines were simply ineffective. I gave him two
capsules of transfer factors. When I got home, my daughter called to report that
there had been no coughing since we’d given him transfer factors. The next
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morning, the cough that he had had the last several weeks was gone. I have
had lifetime attacks of bronchitis and laryngitis, neither desensitization nor
strong medications ever helped. the other day, I had to mow the lawn before
more rain so I fortified myself with transfer factors and went out into that
pollution, expecting to mow only 1/4 of an acre and then quit because I’d be in
trouble. I was having such a good time and no problems at all that I did the
entire year and was looking around at the neighbors’ yards to see if they’d mind
if I did theirs. I’m feeling good with no coughing at all since the transfer factors.
This is the very first product I have ever taken which has demonstrated
immediate improvement. After a lifetime of sluggishness my immune system
must be shocked and delighted, and so am I.
Marilyn K.
CROUP & PNEUMONIA
My 4½ year old son has been sick ever since he was born. We went to the
doctor at least once a month. In December of 99, he had croup and pneumonia
in the same week. We started giving him TF. He was well within a week. He
has only been to the doctor twice since then. It is working great for him. I'm so
glad 4Life came out with TF Kids™ because now it will be so much easier to
give TF to him everyday.
Kristy Griewahn.
PNEUMONIA
Two to three times a year I get pneumonia and the last time was about a month
and a half ago. I became ill on a Saturday went to the doctors and was
immediately put on antibiotics and went straight to bed. A friend came over on
Monday evening with TF+ and I started taking it on Tuesday. I slept Tuesday,
Wednesday I was able to unload the dishwasher, cook dinner and crochet two
pairs of slippers. Thursday I cleaned the kitchen, did some house cleaning,
made dinner and even went out with a friend for an hour. I couldn’t believe how
I felt in such a short period of time. I will never be without my TF.
June.
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